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Abstract
Given a nite group A, Frucht has given a method to construct a simple graph G whose
automorphism group Aut(G) is isomorphic to to A [1]. In this paper, we show that by selecting
a suitable generating set for A, the Frucht graph G obtained by the Frucht construction satises
the following property: to each subgroup H of A, there is an induced subgraph GH of G such
that Aut(GH )’H and the association H !GH is inclusion preserving.
We also construct a graph G such that Aut(G)= feg and to each subgroup H of A, there is
an induced subgraph GH of G such that Aut(GH )’H and the association H!GH is inclusion
reversing. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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We consider only nite undirected simple graphs. The vertex set and the edge set of
a graph G are denoted by V (G) and E(G), respectively. A subgraph G of a graph H
is said to be an induced subgraph of H if for u, v in V (G), uv is an edge in G i uv
is an edge in H . If S is subset of V (G), by hSi we mean the subgraph of G induced
by S. If u2V (G); N (u) denotes the set of adjacent vertices of u in G. Aut(G) is the
group of automorphisms of the graph G.
A graph G is said to be an identity graph if jAut(G)j=1. For graph theoretic
terminologies and notations we follow [2].
In this paper, we show that for a given group A, a graph G can be constructed such
that there is an order preserving (reversing) map ’ from the lattice of all subgroups
of A into the lattice G of all induced subgraphs of G so that Aut[’(H)]=H for all
subgroups H of A.
First, we give two constructions for the case of nite cyclic groups.
For each positive integer n, let Zn= f 0; 1; : : : ; n−1g be the cyclic group of integers
modulo n. For each divisor d of n, Zn has a unique subgroup of order d which is
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Fig. 1.
generated by n=d. Conversely, every subgroup of Zn is generated by a divisor of n.
For n>3, let 1=d1<d2  <dm<n be the divisors of n. We prove:
Theorem 1. Given a positive integer n; there is a graph G with the following properties:
(i) G is an identity graph.
(ii) To each subgroup H of Zn; there corresponds an induced subgraph GH on G
such that Aut(GH )’H .
(iii) The above correspondence is inclusion reversing; i.e.; H1H2 implies that GH2
is an induced subgraph of GH1 .
Proof. If n=1, then we take G=K1. If n=2, then the following graph can be taken
as G:
For n> 3, we present the construction of G. Consider Kn. Label the vertices of Kn
by the elements 0; 1; : : :; n−1 of Zn.
Step 1: For each divisor di; i=1; : : : ; m, join the vertices (k−1)di and kdi for
16k6n=di by an edge and subdivide each such edge by inserting two new vertices
of degree two. Further, if d1 6= n=2, attach a free path of length 1 and a free path of
length i + 1 to the vertices adjacent to (k−1)di and k di, respectively, on the path of
length three joining (k−1)di and k di (see Fig. 1).
Step 2: Attach, a free path of length m + 2 to di. Let the resulting graph be G.
Fig. 2 illustrates the construction for n=12.
Automorphism of G: Let 2Aut(G). Then  xes the end vertex of the path Pm+2
attached to 0. By the presence of free paths P2,  xes every vertex of G. Thus  is
identity, i.e., G is an identity graph.
if Hi is the subgroup generated by di, i>1, then H0 + f 0g, H1; H2; : : : ; Hm are the
only subgroups of Zn. The subgroup Hi is a subgroup of Hj i dj divides di.
Induced subgraphs GHi ; 16i6m : Set GH0 =G. To each di, delete from G the
free path Pm+2 attached to 0 and delete the constructions in step 1 corresponding
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to all dj’s which are not divisors of di. Let GHi be the resulting induced subgraph
of G. If 2Aut(GHi), the presence of free paths Pi+1 imply that ( 0)= tdi for some
integer t; 06t<n=di. Also, the free paths P2 in GHi imply that (s)= tdi + s for all s,
06s<n.
Conversely, to each xed integer t; 06t<n=di, we get a 2Aut(GHi) dened as
follows: Dene (s)= tdi + s for all s; 06s<n. Let  take the paths of length three
joining (k−1)dj and kdj onto the corresponding path (k−1)dj + tdi and kdj + tdi for all
the divisors dj of di, for all 0<k6n=dj. Let  take free paths onto the corresponding
free paths.
As 0(Hi)= n=di, the map !t where ( 0)= tdi is an isomorphism between the
groups Aut(GHi) and Zn=di =Hi.
If Hi is a subgroup of Hj, then dj divides di and hence the constructions of step 1
which are not deleted to obtain GHj are also not deleted to obtain GHi . Hence, GHj is
an induced subgraph of GHi . Hence the theorem.
In the above theorem, the correspondence Hi!GHi is an order-reversing map. In the
following theorem, we obtain a dierent construction in which the correspondence is
order preserving.
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Theorem 2. Given a positive integer n; there is a graph G with the following prop-
erties.
(i) Aut(G)’Zn.
(ii) To each subgroup H of Zn; there corresponds an induced subgraph GH of G
such that Aut(GH )’H .
(iii) The correspondence H!GH is order (inclusion) preserving; i.e.; HiHj implies
that GHi is an induced subgraph of GHj .
Proof. For n=1 and n=2 we take G to be K1 and K2, respectively. Let n> 3.
Construction of G: Consider Kn. Label the vertices of Kn by the elements of Zn. For
each di, i=1; : : : ; m, and for each 06 r <n, join r and r+di by an edge and subdivide
each such edge by inserting two new vertices of degree two. Further, if di 6= n=2, attach
a free path of length 1 and a free path of length (i+1) to these new vertices adjacent
to r and r+di respectively on the path of length 3 joining r and r+di. Let the resulting
graph be G. We are not attaching any free path at 0 as in Step 2 of Theorem 2. Fig. 3
illustrates the construction for n=8.
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Induced subgraphs GHi : To each i=1; : : : ; m, we obtain GHi from G by deleting the
following:
(i) Vertices s where s is not a multiple of di,
(ii) Paths of length 3 connecting s and s+dj where s is not a multiple of di and
j=1; : : : ; m, and all free paths attached at vertices on these paths.
After these deletions, we get the graph GHi . Take GH0 = f 0g.
Automorphism of GHi : GH0 is an identity graph. Let 2Aut(GHi); i> 1. By the
presence of free paths of length (i + 1), we get  ( 0)= tdi for some t, 06 t <n=di.
Conversely, to each t, 06 t<n=di, the map ’ given by ’ (s)= s + tdi for all s which
are multiples of di, determines an automorphism 2Aut(GHi). The association ! t
where  (0)= tdi is an isomorphism between Aut(GHi) and Zn=di =Hi.
If HiHj, then di is multiple of dj and hence GHi is an induced subgraph of GHj .
Hence, the map Hi!GHi is inclusion preserving.
We now take up the generalization of Theorems 1 and 2 to arbitrary nite groups.
A close look at the proof of Theorem 2 suggests that the generators of cyclic subgroups
of a group provide a simple technique to construct the graph G. We recall the group
theoretical property that for any group A, if we choose one gererator for every cyclic
subgroup of A, then the collection of all these elements forms a generating set of A.
When we use such a generating set in the Frucht construction, we show that the Frucht
graph G for A satises the following property:
To each subgroup H of A, there is an induced subgraph GH of G such that
Aut(GH )’H and that the association H!GH is inclusion preserving.
Theorem 3. Given a nite group A; there exists a graph G with the following
properties:
(i) Aut(G)’A.
(ii) To each subgroup H of A there corresponds an induced subgraph GH of G such
that Aut(GH )’H .
(iii) For subgroups Hi; Hj of A with HiHj; the subgraph GHi is an induced subgraph
of GHj .
Proof. Let C1; C2; : : : ; Cm be the set of all cyclic subgroups of A other than the identity
subgroup. We select a generator hi of Ci for i=1; : : : ; m. Then fh1; h2; : : : ; hmg is a
generating set for A. Consider the graph Kn. Label the vertices of Kn by the group
elements g1; : : : ; gn of A.
Step 1: If glhi= gs in A, join the vertices gl and gs of Kn by an edge and subdivide
this edge by inserting two new vertices ul; s and vl; s of degree two such that ul; s is
adjacent to gl and vl; s is adjacent to gs. Further, if h2i 6= e attach a free path of length 1
at ul; s and a free path of length i+1 at vl; s. If h2i = e, attach one free path of length
i+1 to each of ul;s and vl;s
Let the resulting graph be G. Its automorphism group is isomorphic to A
(Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Graph G for A= S3.
Step 2: Let H be a subgroup of A. Let GH be the induced subgraph of G, induced by
the set consisting of the vertices gl and the vertices in the constructed paths associated
with group equation glhi= gs, where gl, gs and hi all belong to H .
From the formation of GH , we get
(i) HiHj implies that GHi is an induced subgraph of GHj .
(ii) Aut(GHi)’Hi.
Now we prove the following theorem analogous to Theorem 1.
Theorem 4. Given a nite group A; there is a graph H0 with the following pro-
perties:
(i) To each subgroup Ai of A; there is an induced subgraph Hi of H0 such that
Aut(Hi)’Ai.
(ii) H0 is an identity graph.
(iii) Whenever AiAj; Hj is an induced subgraph of Hi.
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Fig. 5.
Fig. 6. H0 for the Klein’s four group.
Proof. Let A= fe= g1; g2; : : : ; gng be the given nite group. The collection fA=A1;
A2; : : : ; Am= eg of all subgroups of A forms a lattice under inclusion. We write Ai<Aj
if Ai 6=Aj and Ai is a maximal subgroup of Aj.
Let i= fhi1; hi2; : : : ; hik ig be a minimal set of generators for the subgroup
Ai(i 6=m). We now construct graph Gi with Aut(Gi)’Ai. (We follow the Cayley colour
graph method [3].) First, we form an edge labelled directed graph Di with labelling
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set i, as follows. jV (Di)j= order of Ai and the vertices are labelled by the elements
of Ai. [gt; gr] is a directed edge with label his i gt his= gr in Ai.
Then we replace each his labelled directed edge [gt ; gr] by a path P by joining gt
and gr of length s+2 and attaching a free path of length i+1 at the vertex immediately
preceding gr in P and a free path of length 1 at the vertex immediately following gt
in P. The resulting graph is Gi (Fig. 5).
Clearly Aut(G1)’Ai (i 6=m). We dene Gm as a path of length m+1 labelling an
end vertex by g1 = e.
Construction of H0: We treat V (Gi) to be disjoint from V (Gj), if i 6= j. We take
V (H0)=
Sm
i=1 V (Gi) with hV (Gi) i=Gi for all i. Whenever Ai <Aj, then the labelled
vertex gs in Gi is made adjacent to the labelled vertex gs of Gj, for all gs 2Ai.
[Fig. 6 indicates the construction of H0 where A is the Klein’s four group.] To each Ai,
we dene Hi as the subgraph induced by [fV (Gj)=Ai is a subgroup of Ajg. Clearly,
(i) Hj is an induced subgraph of Hi whenerver AiAj.
(ii) To each 2Aut(Hi), hV (Gj) i is invariant for all j and hence (g1) in
hV (Gi) i determines . So Aut(Hi)’Aut(Gi)’Ai.
(iii) Aut(H0)’feg.
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